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U.S. Treasury bond prices took another upward jump in May: by May 24 
the 30-year U.S. Treasury bond sold for a full 10% more than it had at the 
start of the month, a marker of powerful growth in the excess demand for 
safe, liquid, high-quality financial assets. As economist John Stuart Mill 
pointed out well before 1850, excess demand for safe, high-quality, liquid 
financial assets is excess supply of something else--and in this case, the 
“something else” are the goods and services made by workers.  We have 
seen this in action since early fall 2007 as growing excess demand for 
high-quality financial assets has carried with it growing excess supply for 
goods and services and workers. What happened in financial markets in 
May tells us that this excess supply of workers has just grown significantly 
bigger.

The last time the excess supply of workers was of this magnitude was in 
1983, during the Reagan-Volcker disinflation. Back then the excess 
demand for high-quality financial assets had been deliberately created by 
Paul Volcker and his Federal Reserve: they had decided to be in the 
business of wringing inflationary expectations out of the American 
economy and so they were going to cut back on the money supply until 
that was accomplished. The flip-side of that excess demand then for high-
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quality financial assets was excess supply of goods and services and 
workers. They did the job.

In fact, back then the Federal Reserve overdid it. By the start of 1983 labor 
unions were frantically giving back previously-promised wage increases 
and offering up wage cuts as their employers asked to reopen bargaining 
on labor contracts. The unemployment rate 10.5%. The Mexican 
government was bankrupt. And the Federal Reserve was shifting course, 
acknowledging that its policies had overshot their mark.

By early 1983 Washington DC was in panic. It was seen as a genuine 
national emergency that unemployment was so high. The Federal Reserve 
was responding to attacks and criticism by promising immediate and 
further reversals of course, and a policy of massive monetary ease. The 
Reagan administration was promising that the deficits created by its 1981 
tax cuts and defense spending buildups were just what was needed to put 
America back to work. Everybody had a plan to reduce unemployment. 
Many of those plans were being put into effect. And everybody with a plan 
that wouldn’t have much of an effect on the number of jobs was 
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nevertheless claiming that their favored projects, whatever they might 
have been, were just the thing to serve as a the magic unemployment-
reducing bullet.

Today Washington DC is very different.

The unemployment rate is kissing 10%.

Global financial markets have just sent us a message in May that they 
want more high-quality financial assets to hold--that the excess demand 
for high-quality financial assets is growing again.

Yet there seems to be no sense of urgency in Washington DC today.

The economic policy rule for what you do when there is a market excess 
demand for safe, liquid, high-quality financial assets is simple: The market 
wants more safe assets to hold? Give it what it wants. In the spring of 
1983 the Federal Reserve was frantically expanding the money supply to 
give the market the cash it wanted. The U.S. Treasury was frantically 
printing up huge honking additional tranches of Treasury bonds for the 
private sector to hold. The hope and the (correct) firm expectation was that 
satisfying the demand for high-quality financial assets would relieve the 
excess supply of goods and services and workers. That expectation was 
correct. The unemployment rate, which had been 10.8% in December 
1982, was 8.3% by December 1983. And come election day in November 
1984 the unemployment rate was 7.2%, and it was morning in America.

Nothing similar is going on today.

The Federal Reserve has had its open-market-operation monetary-ease 
throttle fully open for more than two years now. But it is not talking any 
more about what it might do to further supercharge and turbocharge the 
engines of growth that it controls. Instead, conversations within the FOMC 
appear to be focused on when to start applying the brakes rather than how 
to get more power to the economy. The Obama administration and the 
Democratic majority in Congress passed a fiscal stimulus plan about half 
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as big as technocrats advised fifteen months ago, but never could assemble 
the political majority to do the second half of the fiscal job.

The right thing to do in Washington DC today would be to exhibit a 
degree of panic and use that panic to drive action. Unemployed workers 
and unmet national needs make today a uniquely good time for the U.S. 
government to spend more and tax less. The long-term fiscal imbalances 
of America’s social insurance state make it advisable to more than make 
up for today’s  more spending and less taxes by taxing more and spending 
less in the outyears—2015 and after, say—so that we arrive at 2020 with a 
smaller national debt than we had previously estimated. 

But there seems to be no sense of panic. There seems little urgency. There 
seems no appetite for the great wheel in fiscal policy—spend more and tax 
less now and spend less and tax more later—that technocrats advise and 
that panic induced by any connection between Washington DC and the rest 
of the country of 10% unemployment would push forward.

Instead, we have the Obama administration calling for a three-year 
spending freeze on programs unrelated to national security. We have 
DCCC chair Chris van Hollen calling for deeper short-term spending cuts. 
We have an administration that is having a very hard time grasping the 
low-hanging fruit of finding $23 billion this year to prevent additional 
teacher layoffs—even though maintaining and expanding investment in 
education in a recession is the no-brainiest of all no-brainers.

Why this enormous disconnect?

Some wise senior Democrats tell me to calm down. The differences 
between today and 1983 aren’t all that great, they say. Because the 
Democrats are in power and in office they don’t want to paint the situation 
black. And Republicans traditionally worry much more about inflation 
than about unemployment, and so are not able to figure out how to 
mobilize—or, indeed, what changes in policy they would wish to see. 
Moreover, in 1983 it was very clear that the monetary and fiscal expansion 
trains were leaving the station. And one could either miss the train or call 
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for bold and decisive action to fight unemployment, secure in the 
knowledge that such action had already been set in motion so that you 
could take credit for it. 

But whenever I wander around Washington DC I can’t help but think that 
something more is going on—that there is a deep and wide gulf between 
the economic concerns of Americans and the seeming incomprehension of 
the courtiers in the imperial city. Has it been that decades of widening 
wealth inequality that has created a chattering class of reporters, pundits, 
and lobbyists who have no connection with mainstream America? Has it 
been that the collapse of the union movement and thus of the political 
muscle of America's sellers of labor power has removed those who used to 
lobby for Americans from the consciousness of the corridors of power and 
influence? Has it been that this recession has been caused by a particular 
form of financial derangement that has reduced hirings by more than it has 
increased layoffs, and so that few of those with jobs who talk to people in 
Washington are scared of losing them—that we are in the process of 
creating an additional unrepresented underclass of the long-term 
unemployed?

 I don't know what the cause is. 

But it does astonish me.

. 
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